
Steven Halpern

STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated, 
Billboard charting, multi-platinum selling 
recording artist, composer, producer, 
researcher, sound healer, and author.

His atmospheric compositions pioneered a 
new genre of mindful meditation music with 
his first recording, CHAKRA SUITE.

Halpern is currently celebrating his 40th 
anniversary (1975-2015) as a founding father 

of New Age music. His DEEP ALPHA was a 2012 Grammy® nominee.  

“One of the 12 most influential artists of the past 20 years... 
Steven Halpern is the first and definitive New Age keyboardist.”

— Keyboard magazine, 1995 profile

In 1973, landmark biofeedback research documented that Halpern’s 
compositions entrain alpha/theta brainwave states and are 
significantly more relaxing than most traditional classical music. He has 
presented at numerous mind/body conferences, on programs with Dr. 
Deepak Chopra, Dr. Andrew Weil and Wayne Dyer.

Steven’s relaxing and healing music is used worldwide in leading 
health and healing centers, corporate wellness programs, destination 
spas, schools and homes.

Visit: StevenHalpern.com & YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic



Relaxation and Next-Gen Music for Mindfulness™
I’ve been composing mindful meditation music for over 45 years. When 

I’m in the recording studio, I let go of the need to control  
the trajectory of the music. I open myself up and am able to  
listen mindfully…into the space between the notes, and into  
the gap between thoughts. 

As I attune to this place of deep peace, the music flows through me, of 
its own accord. I never know what’s coming next. I have to  
be totally ‘in the moment’ — and the music makes it easy for you to  
be there, too.

Whether you’re aware of it or not, we all unconsciously analyze where 
the music is ‘going’. This “anticipation response” keeps you  
in a state of stress, always waiting for the next beat or melody.

The music on this album, on the other hand, allows you to truly be at 
peace, in deep relaxation, in the present moment.

Next-Gen Music for Mindfulness™ allows you to harness the innate 
healing energies of your body, mind and spirit. Several tracks include the 
alpha and theta Aural-Sync™ brainwave entrainment tones I listened to in 
my headphones as I spontaneously composed these songs.

My short, popular “Scalus Interruptus” video demonstrates why 
traditional classical music makes it hard to ‘be’ in the present moment. You 
can find it on: https://youtu.be/-Ml8KiWH_1E

About the Artists
DAVID DARLING is an internationally-acclaimed artist who 
redefined the way the cello is played. He combines classical, jazz, 
improvisation and world music into a genre-blending richness 
that has amazed and delighted audiences worldwide. He toured 
with the Paul Winter Consort from 1970 to 1977, and continues to 
explore new sonic territory in his solo career. Visit him at: 
www.daviddarling.com

 JORGE ALFANO is an Argentine-born master musician who now 
resides in the Miami area. He has been the featured artist at the 
Mandarin Oriental Hotel, performing daily on shakuhachi and 
Chinese harp. For information on his own CDs and DVDs, visit him 
at: JorgeAlfano.com

GEORGIA KELLY is a renowned harpist with whom I recorded 
ANCIENT ECHOES, a recognized classic in the New Age genre 
that evokes images of ancient Egypt and Greece. Visit her at: 
GeorgiaKelly.com

SCHAWKIE ROTH is one of the lesser known 
pioneers of New Age music and a master flute and sax player. Visit 
him at: SchawkieRoth.com



Produced by Steven Halpern 
Co-produced with Warren Dennis Kahn

Steven Halpern: Grand piano, Rhodes electric piano, all other keyboards 
David Darling: Cello 

Bettine Ware: Silver flute  •  Jorge Alfano: Shakuhachi flute 
Georgia Kelly: Harp •  Schawkie Roth: Alto flute

Recording Engineer: Warren Dennis Kahn at Banquet Studios, Sebastopol, CA 
© q 2009 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music ® 

All compositions published by Open Channel Sound Company (BMI) except  
Mello Cello, Heartnotes, Heartstrings and Sweet Relaxation co-composed by  

Steven Halpern & David Darling / Open Channel Sound Company (BMI) & Tasker Music (BMI)  
Sand Dance and Dharma Duet, Steven Halpern & Georgia Kelly 

Inner Peace Music (BMI) & Sirius Rising (BMI)

All Rights Reserved. Copying more than one song from this CD for friends  
is prohibited by Federal law. Plus, it’s better karma to have them  

get their own legal copy from us or their favorite retailer or online vendor.

L                                              L

1) Mello Cello 12:42
2) Relaxation Suite I   6:17
3)   Sweet Relaxation   4:32
4) Relaxation Suite II   5:41
5) Sand Dance   3:14
6) Relaxation Suite III   6:31
7) Heartnotes   4:46

8) Relaxation Suite IV     6:32
9) Dharma Duet     3:47
10) Relaxation Suite V     5:18
11) Relaxation Suite VI     4:52
12) Relaxation Suite VII     4:31
13) Heartstrings     5:22
Total Time   74:54
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You’ll enjoy Steven’s best-selling CDs for meditation & inner peace:
Listen to audio samples at StevenHalpern.com
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DavID DarlInG 
is a GraMMy® 
winning, virtuoso 
cellist and former 
member of Paul 
Winter Consort.

www.StevenHalpern.com

Steven Halpern 
is a GraMMy® award  
nominated recording 
artist and the world’s 
leading composer of 
music for relaxation 
and healing.

© q 2009 Steven Halpern / Inner Peace Music ® (BMI)

®Sound

The physical and mental benefits of bringing more relaxation into your 
daily lifestyle is now widely accepted. For over 40 years, Steven Halpern’s 
atmospheric soundscapes have set the standard of excellence in the field  
of sound healing.

Halpern’s compositions make it easy for beginners and experienced 
meditators to get into the ‘inner peace zone’ of mindful awareness. Joined 
by cello virtuoso David Darling on four tracks, their lush arrangements and 
uplifting melodies create cathedrals of sound that are as beautiful as  
they are functional.

Additional tracks feature alto flute, bamboo flute, grand piano and 
electric piano, making this an album you’ll be listening to for years to come.

“Beautiful, truly relaxing music that’s also a shortcut 
to mindfulness and peace of mind.” — New Life magazine  


